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Introduction to the Digital Campus
Prague City University (PCU) has a Digital Campus for online and distance learning,
as well as three physical campuses in the centre of Prague for face-to-face instruction.

For more than a decade PCU (formerly Prague
College) has been delivering blended learning degree
programmes using digital delivery, as well as entirely
online tuition towards professional level qualifications.
All of PCU’s programmes are structured to allow
a number of classes to be taught through the Digital
Campus, while using the physical campus for the
majority of face-to-face teaching.
The Digital Campus provides a fully immersive online
learning experience combining elements of the
physical classroom as well as the strengths of digital
technologies, delivering students a comparable yet
distinct learning experience.
Our teaching staff in the School of Business and
School of Media & IT are already experienced online
teachers having taught blended learning programmes
for several years to students who do not attend faceto-face classes.

I am more than comfortable with digital learning
because I do not have to leave work early to get to
class on time. The conferencing app is perfect for class
lectures and easy to use. No matter the study mode
(face-to-face or distance), it requires self discipline,
so I’m still able to learn what is required.

Martin
MSc Computing student

For instance, the Digital Campus is a proven tool
and invaluable for to teaching and revising the CIMA
& ACCA exam sylabus’s for working professionals,
allowing for maximum flexibility to best accommodate
our student’s work commitments.
These professional courses can also be purchased
online via our programme shop:
shop.praguecityuniversity.cz

I am currently studying for my CIMA exams
and value the support and assistance that I’ve been
given by PCU’s CIMA qualified lecturers. As a working
professional I require a flexible schedule, the online
delivery of course content and exam preparation
support has allowed me to juggle both work and study
commitments well.

Lena
CIMA student
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Thanks to PCU‘s modern technology, even when
returning to America, I still feel connected to the
university. Since returning home, I have been able to
continue with all of my courses, even my internship,
that I was completing while in Prague. I still meet
with my professors and classmates for the same
amount of time as I would if I was attending in-person
classes. Class discussions over Zoom have turned out
to be just as engaging as in the classroom, so I am
still able to benefit from my fellow students diverse
opinions. Whenever I have questions about class or an
assignment, my professors are just as attentive online
as they were in the classroom. Professors have been
more than willing to both stay online with me after
class ends and to schedule separate Zoom meetings
with me.

Madison
IFSA Study Abroad Student
from Butler University, USA

PCU During the Restrictions
We have been successful in running classes in all
programmes as we stay on top of global events. On 11
March 2020, PCU was the first local university to launch
its Digital Campus as schools and universities closed across
the country.
There was no interruption to teaching and all classes
continue to run efficiently online, thanks to our outstanding
lecturers, staff and students. Follow us on social media
to see their stories.
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Social events and activities continue to run on campus
or in the Digital Campus, depending on the current health
restrictions. Our resident student DJ, Don, soundtracked
our first live lockdown DJ party, teams competed in a pub
quiz, and students have benefited
from health and well-being initiatives we are hosting online.
We continue to respond to staff and student feedback
and ensure the Digital Campus delivers the same
outstanding student experience our community is
accustomed to.
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As a business student I find Zoom a great way
to experience lessons. It has all the necessary features.
Teachers share with us their screens and make classes
entertaining and enjoyable by placing us into smaller
breakout rooms and coach us before we present as
a small group to the rest of the class. I can’t think of
any better way to deliver classes.
Sama
BA (Hons) International Management student
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What is the Digital Campus
The Digital Campus features small class sizes. This allows our teachers during class to prioritise
students, with an emphasis on individual attention and mentoring. Real-time interaction provides
an immersive online experience with a personal, human touch.
Certain aspects of learning in the Digital campus remain the same as in the physical classroom, while other aspects
are adapted to utilise the strengths of the digital platforms to deliver a comparable and consistent exceptional teaching
and learning experience that our students have come to expect.

Digital & Physical Campus Features:

»

Extremely small class sizes, mostly 10-15 students and in some cases 18-25 students, depending on the subject
and programme

»
»
»
»

Individual mentoring of students by lecturers and programme leaders
Comprehensive feedback from lecturers throughout the class and programme
Use of the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) to provide course materials and support
Access to digital libraries and resources

Digital & Physical Campus Learning:

»

Real-time classes within a video conferencing platform allowing for class discussions, group breakout work,
the use of presentation screens and whiteboards to share ideas

»

Predominantly project-based assignments, along with some assessed examinations used for evaluating
your success and grades

»
»
»

Workshops, guest lectures and collaborative project work
Class content will be a mix of project and lecture time, depending on the nature of the subject and the particular class
A number of lectures may be pre-recorded, to be watched as many times as you like before or after lessons,
allowing for real-time classrooms to focus on discussion and group projects

Digital & Physical Campus Student Experience:

»

Full access to all student services, health and well-being
support

»

Career Fair, Visiting Artists Lectures, Master Speaker
and Industry Network events

»
»
»

Social events, including parties and pub quizzes
Societies where students pursue common interests
Student led initiatives

I started the transition to digital lectures
in 2019. Students review my recorded lectures
as many times as they want and then concentrate
on tasks during our scheduled classes. I find that
I can better supervise the students as they work
at their own pace, ask questions and have my
full attention. I’m spending more time helping,
showing and guiding students with their learning.

Alex Moucha
School of Media & IT lecturer

In the Digital Campus we are learning to adapt
to the finest technologies, and are finding new ways to
present our work, art and research in a professional
way. I’ve broadened my knowledge by learning
production, set design, screen graphics, live streaming
tools and post-production skills required to stage
online concerts for the university. This has also helped
us personally interact and entertain people from all
over the world.
Jón Karel (KAYO)
BA (Hons) Creative Media Production student
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Combined Digital and Physical
Real-time Classes
PCU has hybrid technology in a number of our classrooms allowing for simultaneous teaching
to students who are physically in the room and for students who are joining the class through
the video conferencing platform.
Students in the physical classroom can interact
with students in the digital campus classroom,
creating a shared classroom experience in real-time.
Combined classrooms are just one of the ways that PCU
can adapt to the current health and travel restrictions in
the case that some students experience delays in getting
visas or flights to Prague. These technology-enhanced
classrooms are available to all programmes, and can be
creatively used to provide unique and outstanding learning
opportunities.

In Digital Campus classes our lecturers use
a variety of approaches including use of breakout
rooms, screen sharing and pre-recorded lectures. The
students react and participate well in these sessions.

Dave Gannon
School of Business lecturer

In my eyes this is the future of learning/teaching.
We have screencasts, cameras and microphones
to communicate efficiently, almost as if we would sit
in the exact same room.
Natan
BSc (Hons) Computing student
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How often do you use the Digital Campus?

Most Programmes

Blended Learning

Typically 5 - 25% of classes

25 - 90% or more of classes

Programmes designed for standard face-to-face
teaching in our physical classrooms, where webenabled face-to-face teaching makes the Digital
Campus another “place” where some classes are
occasionally held. Students have access to the Virtual
Learning Environment and digital library resources.

Blended learning programmes are designed to be
delivered mainly through the Digital campus in
distance, online and web-enabled face-to-face mode.
Face-to-face teaching or mentoring may happen in
the physical campus, either through a few classes,
consultations with professors, or “residential” block
periods that could range from a few days to a few
weeks at one of the PCU’s physical campuses.

Online Programmes

Emergencies

All classes

All classes

Digital Campus online programmes are designed from
the ground up to be delivered in distance, online and
web-enabled face-to-face mode.

Temporary move to the Digital Campus during a
health pandemic or other emergency that requires
closing universities and schools.

These programmes may include optional residential
blocks to allow students to experience Prague firsthand if they live abroad.

The move to a Digital Campus in such situations will
last as long as the national authorities require.
All programmes at PCU are prepared for the move
to a temporary remote learning environment in an
emergency. The global Covid-19 pandemic in Spring
2020 is an example of a situation that requires
planning and foresight.
PCU is prepared and ready for such situations
in the future, just as we were in March 2020, when
we were the first university in the country to move
fully to a Digital Campus with no disruption to the
continuity of teaching and learning.

As students of Fine Art, our classes involve
different forms of creative content and I initially
thought the Digital Campus format would not work,
but even our painting classes were successfully
transferred to an online format, perhaps even better
than before as it is now in the form of individual
consultations, so we get more time one on one with
our teacher.
Kjersti
MA Fine Art student
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Digital Career Fair
We team with our Industry Network partners
to deliver an exclusive professional development series
to help students lock their sights on redefining the
way they can work and develop as professionals.
Sessions feature one-on-one interviews, live discussion
panels, interactive talks with special guest speakers
and online workshops from industry leaders.
The Digital Career Fair presents a platform for
students, lecturers and professional partners to share
knowledge, skills, and even open the doors to careers.
Our aim to adapt and find creative solutions is directly
reflected in Digital Career Fair where participants
zoom in on the different ways that respective
industries are #FacingChange and preparing for the
future.

100% digital is the reality now, even for PCU’s
Career Fair. It was a pleasure to team up with other
industry professionals to discuss skill sets required for
the present and future.

Diogo Videira
Recruitment Advisor CZ/HU
& Ambassadors Lead

Digital Campus Community
Activities and events are continuously happening in the #Digital Campus for students, those interested
in our lectures, workshops and parties, as well as professionals working in the sphere of higher
education.
Every two weeks we host our Visiting Artist & Lecture
Series (VALS)featuring leading national and international
artists working in art, architecture, photography, design,
urban planning, theatre and film. Students and the general
public partake in a Q&A after hearing the artist speak about
their work and professional practice.
Through the #DigitalCampus the university and students
organise regular live-stream concerts on Facebook
showcasing the unique musical and artistic talents in the
school, supported by the technical competencies of our
Creative Media production and IT students. These live-

stream concerts have been viewed by a global audience and
have achieved an audience often in excess of 20,000 people.
Student workshops in photography and art and trivia
nights are also organised through our #DigitalCampus.
We’ve even managed to compete alongside our IFSA study
abroad students in the USA.
The #DigitalCampus also hosts informative Webinars for
those working in higher education and high school study
advisor roles. Webinars are strategically planned to cover
topics relevant to the sector, helping to answer questions
relating to the field.
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